
 Entry     Level     Industrial     Hygienist 

 About     the     Company 
 Founded     in     1983,     Sandler     Occupational     Medicine     Associates,     Inc.     (SOMA)     is     a     leading     occupational 
 health     (OH)     and     industrial     hygiene     (IH)     consulting     firm     with     staff     located     in     multiple     states     of     the     US.     We 
 provide     our     clients     with     solutions     to     their     occupational     medical     and     workers’     health     and     safety     concerns. 
 We     combine     our     experienced     and     nationally     recognized     staff,     advanced     information     technology     solutions 
 and     state-of-the-art     equipment     with     established     evidence-based     practices     to     provide     our     services 
 effectively.  Our     business     is     expanding     and     we     require  additional     industrial     hygiene     support.     SOMA     offers 
 a     competitive     salary,     extensive     benefits     (for     full-time     employees)     and     a     flexible     and     casual     work 
 environment. 
   
 Education/Experience: 
 SOMA     is     seeking     candidates     for     the     following     position: 

 ●  Entry     level     industrial     hygienist,     with  1     to     3     years  of     field     experience     and     a     B.S.     or     M.S.     in     IH, 
 Engineering     or     other     related     sciences.     The     candidate     should     be     legally     authorized     to     work     in     the 
 US.  This     position     will     start     as     a     part-time     position     during     the     probation     period     of     3     months     and 
 may     develop     into     a     full-time     position,     contingent     upon     the     performance     of     the     candidate. 
 Fresh     graduates     or     those     expecting     to     graduate     by     Dec     2022     are     welcome     to     apply.     Candidates 
 located     in     mid-America     to     western     part     of     America     or     willing     to     relocate     is     a     plus     but     candidates 
 in     other     locations     will     also     be     considered     based     on     their     qualifications. 

   
 Skills     Required     for     the     Position: 

 ❖  Motivated,     dependable     and     hard-working     individual 
 ❖  Team     player     as     well     as     able     to     learn     on-the-job     and     apply     the     principles     independently 
 ❖  Good     communication     skills 
 ❖  Ability     to     manage     time     and     fluctuating     workloads     efficiently 
 ❖  Familiarity     with     Google     environment 

 Areas     of     Responsibility     -     Full-Time     Position  : 
 Responsibilities     will     include     evaluating     chemical     and     physical     hazards     in     occupational     environments.     We 
 envision     the     candidate     spending     time     working     on     multiple     on-site     sampling     surveys     including     projects     at 
 aggregate     industry,     utility     plants,     manufacturing     sites     and     other     industrial     facilities.     Our     ideal     candidate 
 will     be     required     to     travel     to     sites     throughout     the     U.S.     about     once     or     twice     per     month     for     projects 
 requiring     3     to     4     days     on-site.     Other     work     will     include     coordinating     &     planning     the     sampling     surveys,     lab 
 communication,     recording     survey     findings,     reviewing     the     sampling     results,     preparing     technical     reports, 
 client     communication,     calibrating     and     maintaining     sampling     equipment     and     assisting     with     other     projects 
 assigned.      Up     to     50%     travel     is     required.       

 For     additional     information     visit     our     website     at  www.somaonline.com  .  Interested     candidates     should 
 e-mail     their     resume     and     their     salary     requirements     to:  HRSOMA@somaonline.com 
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